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1 Introduction 
1.1 MEDLINE database 
There is a rapid growth of digitally stored scientific literature in recent years. 
MEDLINE [ 1 ] is such a bibliographic database, developed and maintained at the National 
Library of Medicine (NLM), covering the fields of life science, chemistry, biotechnology, 
medicine, nursing, dentistry, veterinary medicine, the health care system, and the pre-clinical 
sciences. It contains over 12 million bibliographic citations (with and without author 
abstracts) from more than 4,600 biomedical journals published worldwide, dating back to 
1966, and growing at a rate of over 10,000 citations weekly. 
MEDLINE, as well as other scientific literature databases, provides attractive 
opportunities for text mining. Concurrently, text mining is becoming an increasingly well-
understood alternative to manual information extraction. Such mining activities have great 
potential for tasks such as extracting networks of protein interactions, as well as for 
benefiting researchers who need to efficiently sift through the literature to find work relating 
to small sets of biochemicals of interest. While deep, fully automated literature analysis via 
natural language understanding (NLU) is an intriguing long-term objective, shallower and 
human-assisted analysis is both achievable and valuable. 
1.2 MEDLINE distribution 
A text mining system can access MEDLINE via the PUBMED [2] web interface. 
The system submits a query of one or more keywords to the database, and citations in 
MEDLINE containing the keywords are returned. Advanced search methods are available 
for complex queries. This access method, however, is not suitable for systems that request 
results of large size, or send queries frequently. For such systems, an alternative is available. 
The NLM distributes the baseline MEDLINE database annually in XML format compressed 
on a DLT tape [3 ], enabling it to be searched locally. 
The size of the distributed MEDLINE database after decompression is about 40 GB 
(2003 distribution). Not all of the information is useful for a given specific system or user. 
For example, a system for extracting networks of protein interactions does not need citations 
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that do not contain at least two protein names. For such systems, searching through a1140GB 
text in every query is inefficient and unnecessarily time-consuming. Amid-tier repository 
with condensed information (texts containing at least two different protein names) therefore 
would be useful. 
1.3 Information-storing unit 
The information-storing units for such amid-tier repository may be full abstracts, 
constituent sentences, or phrases. Abstracts were used as monolithic data items in systems 
that automatically search for interactions among genes based on term co-occurrence within 
an abstract, as in Stapley and Benoit 2000 [4]. A related approach by Shatkay et al. [5] infers 
functional relationships among genes based on similarities among abstracts. Neither of those 
works identifies the type of interaction (e.g. inhibit, activate, etc.), which is desirable for 
applications such as automatic construction of networks of interactions. Because an abstract 
is a relatively large processing unit which contains a great deal of additional material, it is 
relatively difficult to automatically pinpoint the information of interest. Easier inference of 
type of interaction might be expected if an interaction is expressed in a sentence [6-12], or in 
a phrase [13-15]. But such systems will miss interactions that are described over a longer 
passage, such as this one: 
...in wild oat aleurone, two genes, alpha-Amyl/A and alpha-
Amy2/D, were isolated. Both were shown to be positively regulated 
by gibberellin (GA) during germination ... (PMID: 9862499) 
The interactions in this example (gibberellin regulates alpha-Amyl/A and alpha-
Amy2/D) are described over two sentences, so to extract the interactions in this example a 
system needs to process text units longer than a sentence. Thus while smaller text units 
might make it easier to infer many interactions, they will miss others interactions that are 
expressed over longer passages. Consequently, information retrieval recall must decrease 
with decreasing text unit size. However a clean qualitative relationship between text unit 
size and information retrieval precision cannot be inferred from first principles. 
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Ding et al. [ 16] compared the advantages and disadvantages of different text units 
(abstracts, adjacent sentence pairs, sentences, and phrases), from the standpoint of systems 
that automatically extract interactions among biochemical terms, using three standard 
information retrieval (IR) performance measures (recall, precision, and effectiveness). 
Recall is the fraction of the relevant items in a test set that are retrieved. Precision is the 
fraction of retrieved items that are also relevant. Effectiveness is a composite measure 
combining recall and precision. Abstracts, sentences, and phrases are all competitive for 
automatic extraction of interactions among biochemicals from MEDLINE, depending on the 
objectives of the system and the user. For amid-tier repository for mining biochemical 
interactions with balanced requirements of precision and recall, the choice of text processing 
unit is the sentence. 
1.4 Purpose of current work 
The purpose of current work is to develop a software system (PathBinder) to build a 
repository of sentences containing potential biochemical interactions from the MEDLINE 
database. The sentences should be easily retrievable based on two biochemical names. 
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2 Related Works 
To extract sentences from MEDLINE abstracts containing potential biochemical 
interactions, PathBinder addresses two main tasks: (1) identifying biochemical names, and 
(2) identifying interactions. Related literature dealing with identification of biochemical 
names and interactions are reviewed in this section. 
2.7 Identification of biochemical names 
Some of the factors that make identification of biochemical names a difficult task 
include: (1) constant addition of new words; (2) compound names consisting of variable 
length of words; (3) lack of a universal nomenclature standard in biomedical literature for 
various biochemical groups, such as genes, proteins, enzymes, hormones, etc. ; (4) deviation 
from standards even when there do exist a few standards for certain groups; and (5) extensive 
use of abbreviations without commonly accepted rules for constructing such abbreviations. 
It is therefore not uncommon that different names are given to the same entities, or the same 
names point to different entities. 
Fukuda et al. [ 17] proposed an algorithm to identify protein and gene names in 
biomedical text only using surface clues. Narayanaswamy et al. [18] extended Fukuda's 
algorithm to achieve improved precision and recall, and to extract other types of 
names/terms. Although this approach was very powerful for dealing with unknown words, it 
did not address the question of how to unify various synonyms of the same protein or gene. 
For the purpose of PathBiner, all synonyms for a biochemical must be grouped under a main 
entry for easier organization of and retrieval from the repository. Therefore, an alternative 
approach, which uses a predefined dictionary, is the choice of PathBinder. 
There are several reports in the literature concerning automatic generation of 
protein/gene dictionaries [19-24]. However, most of them focus on mapping 
abbreviations/acronyms to full definitions. For biochemicals that are seldom used in 
abbreviated forms (e. g. insulin), there would be no entries for them in such dictionaries. In 
addition, none of the dictionaries paid attention to biochemicals other than proteins/genes, 
which is an important part in PathBinder. The dictionary used in PathBinder was 
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automatically constructed from four sources: (1) a manually constructed protein gene 
abbreviation dictionary; (2) LIGAND: Database of Chemical Compounds and Reactions in 
Biological Pathways (release 19) [25]; (3) the ENZYME nomenclature database (release 
27.0) [26]; and (4) the SWISS-PROT protein sequence database (release 39) [27]. 
2.2 Identification of interactions 
There has been increased interest in mining protein-protein/gene interactions in recent 
years [4;7; 8;10;11;13-15;28-32] . The majority of the works based their analysis on the co-
occurrence of the two protein/gene names in a processing unit. Further analyses differ from 
author to author, and are intended to increase precision at the expense of decreased recall. 
For PathBinder, which serves as an intermediate repository for further processing, recall is 
more important than precision. Therefore, identification of possible interactions is 
determined only by co-occurrence. 
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3 Requirements and Detailed Specifications 
Develop a software system that automatically builds a repository of sentences 
extracted from MEDLINE database containing potential biochemical interactions. The focus 
is on the recall metric, except for genes, which are included only when named after the 
protein they code for. 
The main input to PathBinder is the annual distribution of the baseline MEDLINE 
database in XML format compressed on a DLT tape [3]. 
The output of PathBinder is a collection of sentences extracted from MEDLINE 
abstracts. Every sentence contains two or more different biochemicals. If there is species 
information associated with an abstract in the appropriate XML tag, it is attached to the 
extracted sentence(s). The sentences are organized in a 2-level indexed structure accessible 
through static HTML files. 
The biochemical dictionary used to scan against MEDLINE abstracts contains names 
and synonyms of bio-molecules, including enzymes, hormones, peptides, small organic and 
inorganic molecules, etc. Amain entry is assigned as the "official name" for all aliases of a 
molecule. The dictionary is automatically generated from four sources: (1) a manually 
constructed protein gene abbreviation dictionary (PG database); (2) LIGAND: Database of 
Chemical Compounds and Reactions in Biological Pathways (release 19) [25]; (3) the 
ENZYME nomenclature database (release 27.0) [26]; and (4) the SWISS-PROT protein 
sequence database (release 39) [27]. 
Species names are searched in an abstract's MESH heading list against a predefined 
species dictionary. The species dictionary is automatically constructed from the speclist.txt 
file in the SWISS-PROT protein sequence database (release 39) [27]. 
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4 Design 
4.1 Architecture overview 
PathBinder consists of two subsystems: a dictionary building subsystem and a 
sentence extracting and indexing subsystem (Fig. 1). The dictionary building system takes 
the four databases (see specifications section) as input, and generates a biochemical name 
dictionary and a species name dictionary. The sentence extracting and indexing system takes 
the dictionaries and the MEDLINE database as input, and generates the repository. 
PG 
database 
LIGAND ENZYME Swiss-prot 
database database database 
_~ ~ ~ ` _.~ 
Dictionary building 
subsystem 
Biochemical 
dictionary 
Species 
dictionary 
MEDLINE ~ 
datab as e 
Sentence extracting and 
indexing subsystem 
Figure 1. Architecture overview of PathBinder. 
Repository 
_ ~ 
4.2 Dictionary building subsystem 
The dictionary building subsystem consists of six modules (Java classes) (Fig. 2). 
The SpeciesListUpdater module works independently of other modules (dot-dash route in 
Fig. 2). It reads one of the files in Swiss-Prot Protein Sequence Database (speclist.txt) [27], 
~ i ~ ~i 
LIGAND ENZYME 
database database   _~ 
 -~ 
Compound Enzyme ~ 
Reader Reader 
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PG 
database 
Swiss-prot ,_ _ 
database ~ ~ ~ ' 
I 
PG 
Reader 
 ChemicalList  
Merger 
SwissProt 
Reader 
i 
i 
SpecesList 
Updates 
Biochemical 
dictionary 
•.Species 
dictionary 
Figure 2. Structure of dictionary building subsystem. 
which contains species official names, common names and synonyms, and generates the 
species dictionary. 
The other five modules are organized in a variant of the Pipes-and-Filters 
architectural pattern. The Pipes-and-Filters pattern is suitable for systems that process a 
stream of data. Each processing step is encapsulated in a filter component. Data is passed 
through pipes between adjacent filters. The variations from the standard Pipes-and-Filters 
pattern include that: (1) data is added to the pipeline at multiple entries; and (2) the pipeline 
is branched. 
One of the branches contains one filter component (CompoundReader). The other 
branch has three components (EnzymeReader, PGReader and SwissProtReader). The two 
branches join at the last component (ChemicalListMerger). The CompoundReader branch 
extracts non-protein biochemical names (including substrates, products, inhibitors of 
metabolic pathways as well as drugs and xenobiotic chemicals) from the LIGAND database 
[25]. The 3-component branch extracts protein or peptide names sequentially from the 
ENZYME database [26], the PG database, and the Swiss-Prot database [27]. The protein and 
non-protein entries are merged into a single dictionary at the last processing stage 
(ChemicalListMerger). 
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4.3 Local dictionary 
Many protein abbreviations are ambiguous. For example, AD can stand for Alcohol 
Dehydrogenase or Aldehyde Dehydrogenase. It is also used for Alzheimer's Disease. 
PathBinder uses a local (abstract-specific) dictionary to disambiguate such abbreviations. 
When a biochemical name is identified in an abstract and a pair of parentheses follows it, the 
parenthesized string (if less than 10 characters) is put into the local dictionary as a synonym 
of the biochemical. If the local dictionary is not empty, searching is against it fMirst, then 
against the global dictionary. The entries in the local dictionary are cleared for every new 
abstract. It is possible that the content inside the parentheses is not an abbreviation, but some 
other supplementary information. However, such information rarely reappears in the same 
abstract exactly the same, so the chance of mislabeling is very low. 
The following example shows how the local dictionary works. 
...Since fingernail creatinine (Ncr) reflects serum 
creatinine (Scr) at the time of nail formation, it has 
been suggested that Ncr level might represent that of Scr 
around 4 months previously... (PMID: 1395904) 
When both occurrences of creatinine are identified as biochemicals, two entries are added to 
the local dictionary, Ncr and Scr respectively. The occurrences of Ncr and Scr in the second 
part of the sentence, as well as in other succeeding sentences in the same abstract, are then 
labeled as synonyms of creatinine. 
4.4 Sentence extracting and indexing subsystem 
The sentence extracting and indexing subsystem consists of five modules organized 
in a standard Pipes-and-Filters pattern (Fig. 3). The MedlineSplitter module breaks up big 
MEDLINE XML files (>1000 citations) into small pieces, each containing 1,000 citations. 
The SentenceParser module extracts the title and the abstract (if present) from each citation, 
and parses the abstract into single sentences. The PMID is attached to each sentence. The 
module also searches in the MeshHeadingList (if present) of each citation for species names 
using the species dictionary described above. If found, they are attached to each sentence 
too. The next processing step is to search for biochemical names in each sentence by the 
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MEDLINE 
database 
Repository 
Species 
dictionary 
 Medline 
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HTML 
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Figure 3. Structure. of sentence extracting and indexing subsystem. 
ChemicalFinder module using the biochemical dictionary described above. XML-like tags 
are inserted into the sentence to label the chemicals. The official names of the chemicals are 
also inserted as attributes of the tags. Sentences with less than two different biochemical 
names are discarded. The labeled sentence is then appended to one or more plain text 
sentence files by the SentenceOrganizer module according to the biochemical pairs in the 
sentence (see next section for file organization). Anew file is created when a pair is 
encountered for the first time. In addition, an entry is also created in a large text file 
(index . t x t) for the new pair. The file is not a part of the final repository (do not be 
confused with the repository index files), but is a temporary working file used in the last step 
of processing, that of indexing the repository. However, that step is not executed until all of 
the original MEDLINE files have been parsed, labeled and organized. In the last step, the 
HTMLBuilder module converts all the plain text files to HTML format, highlights the 
labeled biochemicals, and generates the 2-level index of HTML files, which contain 
hyperlinks to all the HTML sentence files. 
4.5 The repository 
The final sentence repository consists of a giant collection of files, organized 
according to their format (plain text or HTML) and function (sentence or index file), see Fig. 
4. An HTML version of the biochemical dictionary, called Synonym Index, is also located 
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under the HTML root subdirectory. It may be viewed as a component independent of the 
sentence repository (more details about the Synonym Index appear later). 
Each sentence file contains all of the sentences in MEDLINE in which a specific pair 
of biochemicals co-occurs. There are two versions of each sentence file, one in plain text 
format and the other in HTML format. The filename of a sentence file is the concatenation 
of two unique strings assigned to each member of the biochemical pair (see section 5.8); and 
the file is located under a subdirectory the name of which is the concatenation of the initial 
characters of the two chemical names. The plain text format can be used for further mining. 
The HTML files can be accessed through a 2-level index system. 
There are 28 index files at level 1, 26 for biochemical names starting with letters, one 
for digits and one for other characters. Each index file at level 1 contains entries for all 
biochemicals starting with a particular letter, a digit, or some other character. Each entry in 
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an index file at level 1 is a hyperlink pointing to a level 2 index file, the filename of which is 
the unique string assigned to the biochemical of the entry (see section 5.8). Each level 2 
index file contains entries for all other biochemicals that co-occur in single sentences with 
the biochemical naming the file. Each entry in a level-2 index file is a hyperlink pointing the 
corresponding HTML sentence file. Only official biochemical names have entries in the 
index files. 
To access the HTML sentence files: 
1. Use the Synonym Index to find the official names of the biochemicals of interest. 
2. Find either biochemical in index level 1. Then click the link to go to index level 2. 
3. Find the other biochemical in index level 2. Its hyperlink points to the sentence file of 
interest. 
The Synonym Index is a lookup table for the official name of the aliases of a 
biochemical recognized by PathBinder. It is automatically generated by a single module 
(Synonymindexer) using the biochemical dictionary as input. The table is split into small 
pieces for easier access. Each small table contains all of the biochemical names starting with 
the same two characters, and is accessible through a 2-level index (level 1 is the first 
character, and level2 is the second). 
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5 Implementation 
This section discusses choices in implementing the designs in the previous section, as 
well as internal structure of some important modules. 
5.1 Class overview 
PathBinder Java code consists of a package of 25 classes divided into four groups 
(Fig. 5). The function of and relationship among the classes in the dictionary-building group 
and the sentence-extracting-and-indexing group have been described in the previous sections 
(see Sections 4.2 and 4.4). The classes in the helper group are used by the 
C h em i c a l F i n de r and dictionary-building classes to detect plural nouns, detect Greek 
Dictionary building group 
SpeciesListUpdater 
Synonymindexer 
ChemicalListMerger 
PGReader 
CompoundReader 
SwissProtReader EnzymeReader 
ContainerOrganizer 
I 
StringOrganizer 
~—
BinarySearchTree BSTNode 
Dictionary implementation group 
4 
RedBlackTree 
4 
SynonymTree 
RBTNode 
Sentence extractin ~ and indexin ~ ~ rou 
HTMLBuilder 
ChemicalFinder 
SentenceOrganizer RepBuilder 
I I Helper group 
Querier 
I I
I I Q 
I 
I PubmedQuerierI I
I I
I I  t 
I I PluralDetector 
I I
J 
Figure 5. Class diagram of PathBinder. 
ParenRemover 
GreekDigitDetector 
L 
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letters and/or digits at the beginning or end of a word, and remove parentheses in a chemical 
name. The dictionary implementation group has the classes for implementing a dictionary as 
a variant of the binary search tree data structure: the red-black tree. 
5.2 Dictionary implementation 
There are at least three options for implementing a dictionary, namely (1) sorted array 
(SA), (2) binary search tree (BST), and (3) hash table (HT). SA implementation has the least 
memory cost, but extremely high time cost in inserting new entries. HT implementation is 
the fastest, but has high memory cost to prevent "hash collisions." BST sits in between the 
other two. The choice for PathBinder is BST, mainly for two reasons. First, in the automatic 
dictionary generation phase, new entries are inserted into the dictionary constantly, which 
makes the SA undesirable. Second, the choice of XML file handling (see section 5.3) has a 
high demand for memory. Therefore, the HT implementation is less attractive. 
For a BST to work most efficiently it must be balanced, i.e. all branches have similar 
length. A BST tends to be balanced when its nodes are inserted randomly, or in an order 
similar to binary search. In extreme cases, in which nodes are inserted in a monotonic 
increasing or decreasing order, a B ST deteriorates to a linked list. A red-black tree (RBT) is 
a BST with an extra attribute for each node: color, which is either red or black. An RBT 
guarantees balanceness with the following constraints (RBT properties): 
a) The root node is black. 
b) A red node has black children only, or no child at all. 
c) Every path from the root to a leaf contains the same number of black nodes. 
While nodes are inserted or deleted from an RBT (each new node is inserted as red), the 
above constraints may be violated. Efficient sub-tree adjustment algorithms exist to restore 
the RBT properties. The link (http://ciips.ee.uwa.edu.au/~morris/Year2/PLDS210/red_black.html) 
provides a detailed introduction and an animated demonstration of red-black trees. 
The dictionary has an extra feature compared to other B STs. A search may have one 
of three possible outcomes (mismatch, complete match or partial match) rather than two 
(mismatch or match). A partial match occurs if the checked string matches the beginning of 
a key in the dictionary. This is necessary because many biochemical names have more than 
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one word and searching is incremental word by word (see section 5.7). The feature is 
implemented as an extra string comparison after a mismatch. 
5.3 XML handling 
There are many open-source XML parsers available: XPP [33], eXML [34], Xerces 
Java Parser [35], Crimson XML parser [36], JDOM [37] and dom4j [38], to name a few. 
Each parser has its strength and weakness [39;40]. Based on stability, ease-of-use and 
performance, dom4j is the choice of PathBinder. 
5.4 Extraction of biochemical names 
Extracting biochemical names from the LIGAND database, the ENZYME database 
and the PG database is straightforward. The names, as well as the synonyms, are "clean" in 
these databases, i.e. their fields are well defined, and they appear the same as they are used in 
MEDLINE abstracts (see Fig. 6, Fig. 7, and Fig. 8 for sample entries in the databases). No 
further processing is needed after a name is extracted from a specific field, except that pairs 
of parentheses and their contents are discarded (as in the case of Fig. 7). 
ENTRY C00006 
NAME NADP+ 
NADP 
Nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate. 
beta-Nicotinamde adenine dinucleotide phosphate 
FORMULA C21H28N7017P3 
PATHWAY PATH: MAP00480 Glutathione metabolism 
PATH: MAP00760 Nicotinate and nicotinamide metabolism 
ENZYME 1.1.1.2 (R) 1.1.1.3 (R) 1.1.1.5 (R) 1.1.1.10 (R) 
1.1.1.19 (R) 1.1.1.20 (R) 1.1.1.21 (R) 1.1.1.25 (R) 
1.1.1.33 (R) 1.1.1.34 (R) 1.1.1.36 (R) 1.1.1.40 (R) 
Figure 6. Portion of a sample entry in the LIGAND database (terms 
in bold are incorporated into the dictionary). 
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ID 1.1.1.2 
DE Alcohol dehydrogenase (NADP+). 
AN Aldehyde reductase ( NADPH) . 
CA An alcohol + NADP(+) = an aldehyde + NADPH. 
CF Zinc. 
CC -!- Some members of this group oxidize only primary alcohols; others act 
CC also on secondary alcohols. 
CC -!- May be identical with EC 1.1.1.19, EC 1.1.1.33 and EC 1.1.1.55. 
CC -!- A-specific with respect to NADPH. 
PR PROSITE; PD0000061_; 
DR P35630, ADH1 ENTHI; 057380, ADH4_RANPE; P25984, ADH_CLOBE ; 
DR P75214, ADH_MYCPN P31975, ADH_MYCTU P14941, ADH THEBR ; 
DR P14550, ALDX_HUMAN; P50578, ALDX_PIG P51635, ALDX_RAT 
DR P27800, ALDX_SPOSA; 
// 
Figure 7. A sample entry in ENZYME database (terms in bold 
are incorporated into the dictionary). 
!102579 REPLICATION FACTOR 
+REPLICATION FACTOR 
+RF 
+RFC 
+RFC1 
+ACTIVATOR 1 
+RFC4 
+RFC2 
+RFC3 
+RFC5 
Figure 8. A sample entry in PG database (terms in bold 
are incorporated into the dictionary). 
On the other hand, extracting protein names from Swiss-Prot database is more 
complicated (Fig. 9). Definitions and synonyms are mixed in a single field. Synonyms are 
enclosed in parentheses, but not all parentheses are for synonyms (for example, "EC 
2.1.1.86" in Fig. 9). In addition, most names and synonyms are for direct products of genes, 
not for the final functional protein or protein complex. Therefore, there are many words (e.g. 
"putative", "probable", "subunit" and "precursor", etc.), rarely used in MEDLINE abstracts, 
that need to be cleaned up from the definitions and the synonyms. Taking the entry in figure 
8, for example, the desired names are "TETRAHYDROMETHANOPTERIN S-
METHYLTRANSFERASE" and "NS-METHYLTETRAHYDROMETHANOPTERIN-
COENZYME M METHYL-TR.ANSFERASE". The portion of "SUBUNIT H" in both 
names should be omitted. The following rules are used in S w i s s P r o t Re a de r 
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ID MTRH METJA STANDARD; PRT; 333 AA. 
AC Q58264; 
DT 01-NOV-1997 (Rel. 35, Created) 
DT Ol-NOV-1997 (Rel. 35, Last sequence update) 
DT 15-JUL-1999 (Rel. 38, Last annotation update) 
DE TETRAHYDROMETHANOPTERIN S-METHYLTRANSFERASE SUBUNIT H (EC 2.1.1.86) 
DE (N5-METHYLTETR.AHYDROMETHANOPTERIN-COENZYME M METHYLTRANSFERASE 
DE SUBUNIT H). 
GN MTRH OR MJO854. 
OS Methanococcus jannaschii. 
OC Archaea; Euryarchaeota; Methanococcales; Methanococcaceae; 
OC Methanococcus. 
Figure 9. Portion of a sample entry in Swiss-Prot database. 
1. Discard "FRAGMENT", "EC x.x.x.x". 
2. Replace ":" with "-" anywhere in a name. 
3. Discard "PUTATIVE", "PROBABLE" at the beginning of a name. 
4. Discard "PRECUSOR", "HOMOLOG" and Roman number at the end of a name. 
5. Discard "NON", "SMALL", "LARGE", "TYPE", "LIGHT", "HEAVY" and a single 
capital letter at the beginning or end of a name. 
6. Discard anything after ", ". 
7. If a name ends with "SUBUNIT" or "CHAIN", and 
• if there are words "PROTEIN", "...TOR" or "...ASE" in a name, discard 
anything after these words . 
• if no such words exist, just discard "SUBUNIT" or "CHAIN". 
8. Discard a Greek letter at the beginning or end of a name. 
9. Discard a number at the end of a name. 
10. Discard "PROTEIN" if preceded by "...TOR", or it is the only word left. 
11. Discard parentheses and square brackets, and their contents anywhere in a name. 
12. Change plural to single anywhere in a name. 
13. If anything left has less than 3 characters, discard it. 
14. If anything left is in the exception list (Fig. 10), discard it. 
The final dictionary is stored in XML format (Fig. 11). 
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TYPE NOW CAN AND EMBRYONIC 
GROUP SET STEP COMPONENT BRAIN 
LAMBDA SMOOTHENED SMOOTH LESS CARDIAC 
SERUM CLASS COMPLEX MIDLINE TRUNCATED 
RING TIP PROSTATE HIP MARK 
NOR NET SEE SELL ACT 
SUBSTANCE TRY UNCOUPLING PROTEIN A PROTEIN 
THIS PROTEIN READING FRAME 
Figure 10. Exception list used in Swi s s ProtReade r. 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<ChemicalList> 
<Chemical Synonym="Glycerol">1,2,3-propanetriol</Chemical> 
<Chemical Synonym="1,2,3-Trihydroxybenzene">1,2,3-Trihydroxybenzene</Chemical> 
<Chemical Synonym="Glycerol">1,2,3-trihydroxypropane</Chemical> 
<Chemical Synonym="Glycerol">Glycerol</Chemical> 
</ChemicalList> 
Figure 11. Format of the biochemical dictionary. 
5.5 Extraction of species names 
Building the species dictionary is straightforward. The spec 1 i s t . t x t file in 
Swiss-Prot database provides well-defined fields for species official names, common names 
and synonyms (Fig. 12). No further processing is needed. The final results are stored in 
XML format (Fig. 13). 
ABIAL E 045372: N=Abies albs 
C=Edeltanne 
S=European silver fir 
Official name 
Common name (optional ) 
Synonym (optional) 
Figure 12. A sample entry in speclist.txt from Swiss-Prot database. Terms 
in bold are incorporated into the species dictionary. 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<SpecieslList> 
<Name IsSpecies="Y">Abies alba</Name> 
<Name IsSpecies="Y">Edeltanne</Name> 
<Name IsSpecies="Y">European silver fir</Name> 
</SpeciesList> 
Figure 13. Format of the species dictionary. 
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5.6 Sentence parsing 
A MEDLINE citation has at least one sentence, its title; and the title is treated as one 
sentence, even if it is only a sentence fragment, or contains two sentences, grammatically. If 
the citation also contains an abstract, it is parsed into single sentences according the 
following rules: 
1. A sentence is the string between two adjacent sentence boundaries. 
2. A sentence boundary is either the beginning or the end of an abstract, or a match of a 
boundary pattern. 
3 . Boundary pattern = <sentence-end punctuation> +space (1 or more) + <sentence-
starting character>. 
4. <sentence-end punctuation> _ . OR ! OR ? OR " OR ' . 
5 . <sentence-starting character> =capital letter OR d i g i t OR (OR [ OR { 
OR " OR `. 
6. Exception list (patterns matching 3, 4 and S, but which are not sentence boundaries) 
• Pattern within a pair of enclosing marks (parentheses or square brackets); 
• " OR ' not following . OR ! OR ?. 
5.7 Biochemical labeling 
Parsed single sentences are then searched for biochemical names using avariable-size 
sliding window. The matching process is illustrated in Fig. 14. The "growth factor" in the 
sample sentence is supposed to be labeled, because it has an entry in the sample dictionary. 
Briefly, a sentence is tokenized. A sliding window (box) scans the sentence starting with the 
first token. A buffer (underlined text) keeps track of what has been completely matched in 
the current window. The size of the window keeps increasing to include the next token until 
a mismatch is found. If the buffer is empty, the start position of the window is moved to 
right of the mismatch. If not empty, the completely matched part is tagged (bold text), and 
the start position is moved to the right of the match. The window size is reset to 1, and the 
search continues. The process repeats until end of the sentence. A simplified control flow is 
shown in Fig. 15. Omitted details include processing of special characters, skipping of 
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G rowt h factor receptor is present ... 
~~ partial match 
Growth factor receptor is present ... 
l~ complete match 
Dictionary entrees 
Growth factorreceptor  is present ... 
partial match 
Growth factorreceptor is present ... 
Growth factor receptor 
mismatch
is present ... 
growth factor 
growth .factor receptor kinase 
Figure 14. Matching process in labeling biochemicals. 
enclosing marks within a match, populating the local dictionary, etc. Amore detailed 
diagram is included in the attached CD-ROM. See Appendix B for a file list. 
The title of an abstract may contain abbreviations that are not in the biochemical 
dictionary, but are spelled out in the abstract body. Such abbreviations may be captured in 
the local dictionary (see section 4.3). If the local dictionary is not empty after all sentences 
in an abstract have been scanned, the title is re-scanned for possibly missed abbreviations. 
5.8 Sentence indexing 
Tagged sentences are collected in a plain text file after C h e m i c a l F i n d e r 
processing. The file may contain sentences from one or several original MEDLINE XML 
files, and is put into the repository via two-step processing: 
1. SentenceOrganizer checks how many pairs of biochemicals are in a sentence, creates a 
plain text file for each pair of biochemicals if the file does not already exist, and 
appends the sentence to each file. The file name is the concatenation of the two 
biochemicals after necessary processing, as follows. Characters in the chemical name 
that are not allowed in ~ lenames are replaced with "_". Chemical names longer than 
10 characters are truncated to 10. If truncation creates ambiguity, a unique number is 
appended to the truncated name. The file is put in a directory, the name of which is the 
concatenation of the initial characters of the two chemical names. In addition, an entry 
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Figure 15. Control flow of biochemical labeling. 
is created for the biochemical pair in a file (index . t x t), which is the input for the 
next processing step. 
2. H TML B u i 1 de r reads chemical pairs line by line from index . t x t . For each pair, it 
finds the corresponding sentence file, and converts it to HTML format. The pair of 
terms themselves are highlighted wherever they occur in the HTML file. Meanwhile, it 
creates entries in corresponding level 1 index files and creates a new level 2 index file 
for each member of the pair if it has been encountered for the first time. Then 
HTMLBu i 1 de r adds to both level 2 index files a link that points to the same HTML 
sentence file (see section 4.5 for file organization). One of the HTML sentence files 
(1 e p t i n~ n e u r op e p t i l. h t m) is shown in Fig. 16, and its corresponding plain text 
f~ile in Fig. 17. The plain text file has XML-like tags for PMIDs, species names and 
biochemical names. 
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Figure 16. A screenshot of an HTML sentence file (leptin~neuropeptil . htm). 
5.9 Helper classes 
>~I 
Most helper classes are straightforward. The PluralDetector deserves more 
description. 
The basic idea is to use PUBMED as a plural dictionary. To determine whether a 
word ending with "s" is a plural, the word itself is used to query PUBMED, as well as the 
token with the "s" removed. The assumption is, if the word is a plural, both queries will 
return similar number of hits. The actual rules are listed below: 
1. For a word "XXXs" which is not a common word like "as", "is", etc., go to step 2. 
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<Entry> 
<Sentence>Sensitivity to 
<Chemical Synonym="LEPTIN">leptin</Chemical> 
and susceptibility to seizures of mice lacking 
<Chemical Synonym="NEUROPEPTIDE Y">neuropeptide Y.</Chernical> 
</Sentence> 
<PMID>8632796</PMID> 
<Species>Human</Species> 
<Species>Mice</Species> 
</Entry> 
<Entry> 
<Sentence>These results indicate that 
<Chemical Synonym="NEUROPEPTIDE Y">NPY</Chemical> 
is not essential for certain feeding responses or 
<Chemical Synonym="LEPTIN">leptin</Chemical> 
actions but is an important 
<Chemical Synonym="MODULATOR">modulator</Chemical> 
of excitability in the central nervous system. 
</Sentence> 
<PMID>8632796</PMID> 
</Entry> 
Figure 17. Portion of a plain text sentence file (leptin~neuropepti 1 . txt). 
2. Query PUBMED with "XXXs" and "XXX". Get number of hits for each, h 1 and h2 
respectively. 
3 . If h2 is above the absolute threshold of 3, and h 1 /h2 is below the relative threshold of 6, 
return "X~;X" as the singular form. 
4. For words like "YYYies", also query "YYYy" for the number of hits. Let this be h3. 
5. For words like "ZZZes" (but not "ZZZies"), also query "ZZZ" for the number of hits. 
Let this be h3. 
6. If h3 > 0, compare h2 to h3. The form corresponding to the greater of these is taken to 
be the singular form. 
7. Otherwise, the original word is the singular form, or is not a noun at all. 
Queried words are stored locally to avoid being queried again. 
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6 Statistics and Performance 
6.1 Dictionary statistics 
The number of biochemicals and names (a chemical may have several names) 
extracted from various databases are listed in Table 1. 
Table 1. Biochemical dictionary statistics. 
Source Chemicals Names 
LIGAND 5 852 9145 
ENZYME 3330 6965 
PG 2599 16884 
Swiss-Prot 34422 71585 
Final 40159 80839 
6.2 Repository statistics 
Some statistics about the repository are summarized in Table 2. 
Table 2. Basic statistics about the PathBinder repository. 
Size of plain text portion 7.9 GB 
Size of HTML portion 11.2 GB 
Total number of biochemical pairs 907,400 
6.3 Processing time 
The processing time of a MEDLINE XML file was calculated from the log by 
subtracting the start time from the end time for processing a file. Processing times are shown 
in Fig. 18. The average processing time is 2.45h (standard deviation: l.Oh). The time 
includes splitting the original file and extracting PMIDs, titles, abstracts and species; and 
parsing sentences, labeling biochemicals, and dispatching tagged sentences. HTML 
conversion and indexing are not included. The time was recorded as real time, not CPU 
time, so e.g. process idle time was included. The computer running the program was not 
dedicated to PathBinder. It also hosted a web server and handled all remote access to a LAN. 
Therefore, the analysis is meant only to give an estimate which, however, is useful. 
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Figure 18. Processing time of MEDLINE XML files. 
6.4 Sampling MEDLINE for performance estimation 
To estimate the performance of PathBinder in terms of information extraction 
measurement (recall and precision), a sample MEDLINE XML file was created using the 
following procedure: 
1. Randomly pick from the baseline MEDLINE database 25 files out of the 379 files total; 
2. Generate 20 random numbers between 1 and 30,000 (max number of citations in one 
MEDLINE file) for each picked file; 
3. Extract 20 citations from each picked file at the positions corresponding to the 
generated numbers. If some numbers are greater than the actual number of citations 
contained in the file, the numbers are ignored. 
4. Merge all extracted citations into a single file to generate the sample XML file. PMIDs 
of the 418 citations in the sample file are listed in section 9.1. 
6.5 Performance of senfence parsing 
The sample MEDLINE file was fed to Sentence Parser, and the parsed sentences 
were checked manually (Table 3). There were 2157 sentences parsed from 2159 actual 
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sentences, 2149 of which were correctly parsed. Four of the eight incorrectly parsed 
sentences were caused by missed sentence boundaries. The other four were because of two 
false boundaries (a false boundary creates two false sentences). 
Table 3. Performance of PathBinder on sentence parsing. 
Total number of actual sentences 2159 
Total number of parsed sentences 2157 
Number of correctly parsed 2149 
Missed sentence boundaries 4 
False sentence boundaries 2 
Recall 99.5% (2149/2159) 
Precision 99.6% (2149/2157) 
The four missed sentence boundaries were all caused by lack of a space between 
adjacent sentences. They are actually mistakes of MEDLINE, not PathBinder. It seems not 
worth relaxing the constraint on the sentence boundary pattern to catch these anomalies, 
because that would probably generate more false boundaries than catch additional true ones. 
The two false sentence boundaries are shown in Fig. 17. Case 1 can be easily fixed 
by adding a rule to the sentence-parsing exception list (see section 5.6). Case 2 is more 
difficult to fix, because a similar pattern may occur in real sentence boundaries. For 
example, "... increased phospholipase D. However, . .." 
... family tabanidae, i . e . Chrysops caecutiens ... (PMID:3591096) 
... Helichrysum crispum (L.) D. Don, were investigated ... (PMID:8733116) 
Figure 19. Falsely parsed sentences in the sample MEDLINE file. 
6.6 Performance of biochemical labeling 
The parsed sentences were then fed to Chemi c a 1 F i n de r for biochemical labeling. 
The tagged and non-tagged sentences were examined manually for correctness of tagging and 
missed chemicals. A biochemical entity was considered to be labeled correctly only if its 
main words) were tagged properly. Partial tagging that did not include all of the main words 
was categorized as incorrect labeling. Two examples are illustrated in Table 4, assuming that 
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the dictionary contains these entries: calcium, protein kinase C, and insulin, but not insulin 
receptor. 
Table 4. Evaluation of the correctness of biochemical labeling. 
Sample sentences Tagged words Categorization 
... calcium-dependent protein kinase C .. , calcium Labeled incorrectly protein kinase C Labeled correctly 
... insulin receptor ... insulin Labeled incorrectly 
Main entity unlabeled 
The results of the manual examination are summarized in Table 5. A total of 1177 
entities were labeled, of which 947 were correct, giving a precision of 80.5%. A total of 704 
biochemicals were not labeled, giving a recall of 57.3%. Among the missed biochemicals, 
65% (459 out of 704) were not in the dictionary. There were 730 (92 + 459 + 179) 
dictionary-related errors (either incorrect entry, or no entry in the dictionary), consisting of 
78.2% of the tota1934 errors. 
Table 5. Performance of PathBinder on biochemical labeling. 
Error type Example Count 
Biochemicals 
labeled 
incorrectly 
Incorrect partial labeling Ca-dependent PKC, insulin receptor $6 
Incorrect dictionary entries kidney =transcription factor 92 
,Ambiguous common words lead, retinal 52 
Subtotal 230 
Biochemicals 
unlabeled 
Not in the dictionary glucosaminidase, tetraethylammonium 459 
In bracketed abstract title 21 
Uncatched local synonyms Uncoupling protein 1 (UCP 1) 29 
Spelling variant glutamyl-transferase (glutamyltransferase) 16 
Incorrect dictionary entries Cat+ =Carbonate dehydratase 179 
Subtotal 704 
Biochemical labeled correctly 947 
Total occurrences of biochemicals 1651 
Recall 57.3% = 947/1651 
Precision 80. S % = 947/(947+23 0) 
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7 Maintenance and Improvement 
7.1 Regular expressions 
Regular expressions (RE) are not used in PathBinder for two reasons. First, at the 
time when PathBinder was implemented, RE was not a standard package in Java, although 
some third party packages were available. Second, the author was not familiar with RE by 
that time. 
Using RE would definitely simplify the code and improve the performance. For 
example, the G r e e k D i g i t D e t e c t o r class in the helper group can be replaced with a 
single pattern with more powerful matching, simpler code and better performance. RE can 
also help in dictionary building, sentence parsing and biochemical labeling. 
7.2 XML handling 
The baseline MEDLINE XML files were handled using an open-source package, 
dom4j . Dom4j is stable and easy to use. Parsing an XML file and building a DOM model in 
memory needs only one line of code. However, the ability of walking through the document 
back and forth provided by the DOM model is not necessary for PathBinder. PathBinder 
processes a file in one pass. Therefore, it is attractive to use the SAX model or even treat it 
as plain text to speed up processing and to avoid the file size limit posed by the DOM model, 
at the expense of code complexity. 
7.3 Plural noun detection 
Plural detection was the bottleneck in terms of processing time. Improvement should 
focus on reducing the number of PUBMED queries: 
• Pre-check the query word to eliminate unnecessary queries. Currently, PathBinder 
checks the word against a list of very common words, such as "is", "as", etc. The list 
can be extended. Pre-checking can also be used to detect non-alphabetic characters, 
such as in "agency's" and "brothers/sisters", and eliminate these queries. 
• Use a more standard online dictionary so that only one query is needed for a word 
instead of two or even three. For example, the current implementation of PathBinder 
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will query PUBMED with "properties", "propertie" and "property" when it sees the 
word "properties" for the first time. A standard dictionary can tell PathBinder that the 
singular form is "property" with only one query of "properties". The SPECIALIST 
Lexicon in UMLS [41 ] is a good candidate for this purpose. 
• Use a locally stored dictionary. 
7.4 Biochemical dictionary 
The quality of the biochemical dictionary determines the quality of the repository, so 
the importance of the dictionary cannot be over-emphasized (see section 6.6). The dictionary 
generated automatically by PathBinder has more than 80,000 entries, but has not been 
thoroughly curated by human experts. 
Since dictionary building is independent of biochemical labeling, it is possible to 
modify or improve the dictionary without affecting the code for labeling. Third party 
dictionaries may also be integrated into the system, such as the one described by Hanisch et 
al. [24] 
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9 Appendix A 
PMIDs of records in the set of sample MEDLINE records. 
5862556 6046719 4695800 6300098 264197 3117959 1929274 8378738 7823626 7486224 8963727 11724662 
5857670 4860051 4695831 6833522 3580884 3669685 1930029 8379327 7827195 7488694 8753322 11726577 
5857798 6047688 4348916 6601193 3472675 3312825 1930903 8379939 8369343 7703339 8704222 11734089 
5860059 4860405 4697447 6837923 3034719 2889098 1931645 8406237 7821110 7489669 8704918 11730902 
5861548 5232238 4697662 6188444 3034819 2443649 1932369 8406957 7735055 7494675 8702597 11731181 
5864088 5143747 4633417 6838424 3583670 3672157 1933154 8410489 7733969 8522923 8756685 11739995 
4286148 5146260 4701119 6838748 3294857 3314157 1934320 8413846 7734415 3944577 8738905 11482455 
5865476 4336478 4487062 6550609 3495646 3673724 1937431 8414537 7735919 7876798 8733175 11778149 
5325745 5147908 4632286 6550683 3585895 2445233 1938723 8416028 7740534 8537880 8733861 11777384 
5903693 5316975 4690997 6572996 3586545 3674608 1939239 8210419 7741787 8543427 8723595 11773092 
5907797 5169401 122124 6573185 3587560 3314888 1833484 8212370 7744055 8554688 8715135 11772571 
5908112 4335695 6161891 6573231 3588692 3479119 1933706 8212404 7745354 8555317 8723648 11824282 
5909026 5016156 7461750 6573278 3295991 2445379 1841076 10129155 7745792 8565332 8740196 11604942 
5176116 4335790 6970201 7169044 3296010 3676996 1530306 10148779 7746986 8612179 8718995 11586398 
5176139 5016898 7463021 10258972 3591018 3678515 1530339 10150141 7749142 8609229 8760019 11721723 
5216955 5018838 7468261 3521057 3591096 2445605 1389542 10148105 7750122 8610551 8733116 11836358 
5218236 5020026 7008602 3521448 3591353 2824427 1390414 10148001 7751909 8614877 8725902 11878733 
5324342 5021528 7468899 3718086 3592721 3680795 1391130 10148656 7753049 8615193 8760053 11735054 
4222389 4112262 7469499 3087358 3496127 3681454 1391128 7826187 7538712 8617262 8757956 11740031 
4159903 4481558 6258505 3718885 2954442 3681788 1392853 7801207 7756071 8617515 8682220 11801205 
5878444 4481935 7470568 3013345 3655226 3683834 1395398 7801793 7757468 8617910 8739272 11835916 
5976129 4259312 7203410 3719718 3657033 3120033 1395904 7803679 7757824 8617947 11721680 11858192 
4292277 4111925 7204064 3521910 3309683 3499761 1397526 7804580 7758071 8618614 11728259 11841535 
5978374 4401534 6259166 3722475 3659585 3479555 1400373 7806454 7758221 8552148 11720624 11873357 
5979214 5145405 7205452 3722869 3660089 3313619 1401181 7807801 7588122 8623391 11732480 11876263 
5980553 5161600 6907219 3723480 3660125 2130241 1401986 7808190 7576608 8627540 11715920 11642071 
5980753 4656039 6781263 3014157 3498994 1919220 1328458 7808304 7578307 8628678 11722436 11873703 
4166815 4657028 6110003 3014201 3662561 1920301 1402672 7808928 7579635 8629928 11715161 11900146 
6009417 4691298 6110095 3724667 3310992 1922825 1404820 7809978 7581989 9344313 11715147 11900761 
6010090 4734980 10283802 3725283 3310995 1513493 1407163 7816683 7589033 8633044 11725616 11993649 
4227323 4693067 6299313 3726052 3663402 1924923 10121571 7817400 7473738 8634586 11721810 11842090 
6039231 4693314 6984664 2873715 3663451 1927252 10149945 7819604 7474268 8563578 11712080 12092889 
6068478 4693798 6300712 3636747 2444392 1927343 10149957 7819642 7807658 8645477 11727822 12093447 
6043590 4694459 6831696 3014510 2822504 1928709 1339652 7529703 7484610 8624543 11577076 
4963142 4694775 6403374 3088422 3668291 1928708 8378389 7821475 7486007 8666636 11718993 
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Files on the attached CD-ROM. 
System requirement: IBM PC or 100% compatible, Windows 95 or higher; 
Mac OS 7 or higher; 
any JPG compatible graphics software for diagrams; 
any text editor for Java source code. 
Location Filename Content 
UML 
diagrams 
\diagram\ 
*•jpg 
A c t i v i t y D i a g r am Activity diagram of PathB inder 
C 1 a s s D i a g r am . j p g Class diagram of PathB inder 
C o 11 a b o r a t i o n B u i l d- 
ChemicalDictionary 
Collaboration diagram of building biochemical 
dictionary 
C o 11 abo rat i onBu i 1 d- 
MedlineRepository 
Collaboration diagram of building MEDLINE 
repository 
C o 11 ab o r a t i o n- 
IdentifyChemicals 
Collaboration diagram of labeling biochemicals 
C omp o n e n t D i a g r am Component diagram of PathB inder 
S e qu e n c e I de n t i f y- 
Chemicals 
Se uence dia ram of labelin biochemicals q g g 
S e qu e n c e P a r s e Me d l i n e Sequence diagram of processing an abstract 
StateChemicalFinder State diagram of ChemicalFinder 
StateLabelChemical- 
InAFile 
State diagram of labelFile method in 
ChemicalFinder 
StateLableChemical- 
InASentence 
State diagram of labelSentence method in 
ChemicalFinder 
StateParseSentence State diagram of SentenceParser 
S t a t e Re a dS w i s s P r o t 
State diagram of extracting protein names from Swiss-
Prot database 
StateRepBuilder State diagram of RepBuilder 
StateSentence0rganizer State diagram of SentenceOrganizer 
StateSplitFile State diagram of MedlineSplitter 
S t a t e Re a ds w i s s P r o t- 
S p e c i e s 
State diagram of extracting species names from Swiss-
Prot database 
UseCaseCreate - 
ChemicalList 
Use case diagram of creating the biochemical dictionary 
U s e C a s e C r e a t e Re p o s i t o r y Use case diagram of creating the repository 
Java 
SOurCe 
code 
\src\ 
*.Java 
BinarySearchTree BSTNode ChemicalFinder 
ChemicalListMerger CompoundReader ContainerOrganizer 
EnzymeReader GreekDigitDetector HTMLBuilder 
MedlineSplitter ParenRemover PluralDetector 
PnGReader PubMedQuerier Querier 
RBTNode RedBlackTree RepBuilder 
Sentence0rganizer SentenceParser SpeciesListUpdater 
StringOrganizer SwissProtReader SynonymIndexer 
SynonymTree 
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